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Who We Are ?

Obtaining professional medical help should not be a challenge 
in this era of pioneering telecommunicaon.

Emerging from this belief, YellowDotMed was born. 
Our aim is to provide expert diagnosc radiology advice 
whenever and wherever needed for anyone who is seeking 
it acit across the globe.

With us, the process of obtaining radiology advice is easy, 
simple, affordable and available 24/7; and is offered by 
skilled highly movated medical teams who are there to
make sure you get the support you need.

TELERADIOLOGY “T-Rad”
 

TRad service provides highly efficient remote radiology 
reporng soluon with high quality and accuracy. All our
medical imaging reports are wrien and verified by highly
qualified cerfied radiologists and  mulple reports 
specially the onspecially the oncology related are double red by two 
radiologists to ensure quality and accuracy of diagnosis

cases  reviewed are approved by our medical advisory board
based on a special protocol and selecon criteria.

What Does TRad Offer you?  
TRad provides high quality diagnosc radiology reports,
 following the internaonal guidelines. Including :
- High quality medical imaging diagnosc reports.
- Cerfied specialized radiology consultants.
- Double reading team work reports.
- Minimal turn a- Minimal turn around me.
- Using FDA cerfied Soware Soluon.
- Compe ve pricing.

Mul Modality Special Techniques
    Onco-Diagnosc Imaging
    Neuroradiology Imaging

    CT Enterography.
    CT Angiography.
    CT Cardiac.
    MRI CSF Fl    MRI CSF Flowmetry.
    MRI Enterography.
    Funconal MRI Brain.
    MRI Cardiac .
    PET/CT.
    Women Imaging
    X-ray Imaging

Masters of Oncology Diagnoscs
Our Radiologists are masters in oncology diagnoscs as most 
of the them are with onco-radiology background. Thus you can
 get accurate radiology reports for your oncology cases with 
double verified reports from two radiologists at the same me .

Omni Role Teleradiology
    Around the clock reporng
    Double reading reporng
    Minimal turnaround me for STAT cases
    Day me teleradiology
    Paral and full me coverage
    Su    Subspeciality reporng
    Preliminary and final reporng
    Second opinion consultaon services
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ONSITE RADIOLOGY MANAGEMENT 
Rad-On is a key service that provides complete and inclusive management 
soluons to radiology departments in vital need for such a service. 
YellowDotMed offers a total management soluons by delivering the techs
and medical personals, as well as managing all medical imaging reports. 
This will enable medical instuons to focus on what they do best treat paents.

RADIOLOGY PROJECTS CONSULTATION 
Rad-Sultaon is a very important service that represents a core 
value for YellowDotMed; focused on providing our clients who
are usually business investors with all the knowledge needed
to great a radiology pracce start-up.
Detailed project plans including finance, KPI and ROIs are 
ccreated by the talented well experienced YellowDotMed 
team; to help the client foresee how his / her project 
will look like once operang and complete. 
Rad-Sultaon can also provide its clients with the 
best prices for machinery they can get from the agents.

 What Does YellowDotMed Offer you? 

TELERADIOLOGY
TRad service provides highly efficient remote radiology reporng soluon
for instuons / hospitals and medical centers at reasonable prices, short 
turnaround me and by expert highly experienced sub-specialized consultants.
Depending on top notch radiologists, high quality soware plaorm and 
compe ve pricing, we are leading the way to beer diagnosis.
Using Using Peer Review to assure quality of reporng in radiology and teleradiology 
operaon is one of the major advantages to gain confidence and increase
loyalty of sending hospitals and medical pracces.

SECOND OPINION CONSULTATIONS 
DIAGNOSE-ME, a unique service that provides second opinion radiology 
reports for individuals where the paents will be able to upload their 
medical images studies to our plaorm for a second opinion report; 
or for medical instuons whenever needed in case of challenging or 
debatable radiology studies, or in case of medico-legal cases.


